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Abstract
Previous kinematics of structural evolution of the Chartreuse Fold-and-Thrust Belt (FTB) have shown that the tectonic structures’ development is
concomitant with hydrocarbon fluids generation within the décollement level, suggesting a link between the two processes.
Combined basin and petroleum-system analysis of evolution of fluids pressure and geomechanical modelling of tectonic faulting were performed to study
and quantify the conditions necessary to activate and propagate a décollement within sedimentary overburden of fold-and-thrust belts. Here the main case
study referred to is the Chartreuse FTB and its Liassic source-rock decollement during the main shortening phase.
Using an analogue of the western alpine Toarcian formation found in south Albania, a laboratory characterization of centimeter-scale rock samples was
performed. The petrophysical rock properties (porosity and permeability), the mechanical rock parameters (elasticity, rock strength, friction coefficient)
and the geochemistry of the kerogen (TOC) were determined.
These measurements where instrumental in order to set up some assumptions for the initial state of the geological formation before modeling tectonic
loading and thrust-fault activation. The measured mineralogy and TOC of the Albanian Posidonia Shale was used as proxy, and these results reveal a
centimeter-scale and a meter-scale mechanical stratigraphy for the source-rock formation. Pore pressure evolution and source-rock rheology cannot be
considered a simple and uniform set-up for the source-rock.
The basin-scale numerical models show that fluids overpressure (OVP) within a décollement layer is strongly dependent on the rate and magnitude of the
source-rock burial. Interestingly, the models point out that this burial must be calibrated both before and during the folding phase, because the preshortening properties of the décollement, acquired since deposition, impacts its activation. During the main shortening phase and neglecting tectonic
stresses, fluids OVP within the Toarcian décollement becomes significant only when considering both a low permeability source-rock and a high HC

generation rate. Still, in our models, the distribution of the OVP remains strongly correlated with the burial, and only in the most extreme case, significant
propagation toward the foreland is observed.
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OUTLINE OF THE TALK

Structural Style, Mechanical Stratigraphy and Petroleum System
Forward Structural Modelling of the Chartreuse Fold and Thrust Belt
Modelling Methodology Combining :
Basin Models and Thermo-Mechanical Models
Key geologic data set: stratigraphy of the organic-rich geological Formation
Mechanics of sedimentary basins in FTB :
Thrust Faults and Black Shale Formation as Detachment Horizons
Simple Poro-Mechanics of Organic-Rich Black Shales
Cyclic Shear Strengh : fluids circulation and overpressure build up
Focus on Rheology and Overpressuring by Hydrocarbon generation
|
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Previous works using 2D forward kinematic modelling of
Structural Styles and Petroleum System in the Western Alps
The Chartreuse Cross Section C-C’

Tectonic M ap of N Western Alps

DATA SETS
2D Structural-Thermal
M o d e l l i n g of source
rock maturity

After Deville and Sassi, AAPG Bull. June 2006
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Current Challenges : Structural and Mechanics of FTB
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Geological settings: Structural Evolution of the Chartreuse FTB
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Chartreuse Cross Section
Histories of Oil and Gas Generation/Expulsion
Thrustpack’s model of the Chartreuse Cross Section
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(Unpublished simulations by J-L Rudkiewicz & W. Sassi, 1998)
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Geological settings: the frontal thrust-related folds of the
Chartreuse FTB

RESPONSI BLE
OI L AND GAS

Ø What is the décollement formation through the whole FTB ?
Ø How to characterize its initial and depositional parameters : geometry, facies, TOC content, mechanical properties, petrophysics … ?

Restored section of the Chartreuse imbricated thrust-related folds
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Stratigraphy and organic
chemistry evolution of the
Lias « Schistes-Cartons »
décollement

Search for new outcrop data from field works

HYDROCARBURES
RESPONSABLES

Stratigraphy of the
MALI I GJERE, ALBANIA

Posidonia Schist in MGJ
Berthelon, Mengus, Muska, Sassi
Albania, 2015
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Posidonia Schist in MGJ-VR

High Resolution Stratigraphy of The Toarcian Posidonia Schist
Source-Rock Formation, Mali I Gere, Albania
Stratigraphy of the MALI I GJERE
(ALBANIE, Berthelon, 2015)

MGJ
-1

Competent unit

Competent unit

MGJ-2
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Incompetent unit

Incompetent
unit

Lab characterization: The Toarcian Posidonia Schist Source Rock
Outcrops in the Ionian Zone, south Albania,
on top of the Mali i Gjere thrust
Analogue of the Chartreuse Toarcian SourceRock at thermal immature levels

Sampling and high resolution TOC / Mineralogy
stratigraphic evolution
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Interpretation in terms of friction, permeability and
HC generation potential

Basin models : Fluids overpressure build-up in the décollement
Simulation of the pore
pressure build-up in the
footwall of the Ratz
anticline in the
Chartreuse FTB

Ø Poro/K calibration test :

Yang-Aplin
Kozeni Carman

Constant sedimentary burial and
fast tectonic burial
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Ø OVP with calibrated
evolution laws : ~24MPa,
~25% of the lithostatic
pressure

Basin models : OVP builds up fitted with the Ratz Anticline burial
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Basin models : OVP builds up fitted with the Ratz Anticline burial
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Basin models : OVP builds up fitted with the Ratz Anticline burial
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Basin models : OVP builds up fitted with the Ratz Anticline burial

Ø Similar OVP distribution than with linear burial, but differences in the OVP
magnitude
|
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Basin models : Impact of kerogen-to-fluids transformation
ØFinal stage of the « Chartreuse FTB » model, but with a Petroleum System
ü Case 1: No kerogen transformation

ü Case 2 : High kerogen transformation

ØLarge increase of fluids OVP distribution and magnitude if all the kerogen in the Chartreuse
Toarcian source-rock is transformed in HC (max ΔOVP ~ 4-5MPa)
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Basin Model : Insights from friction softening evolution in décollement

What does it say about the
décollement mechanical
properties change during the fold
emplacement ?

Case 1: No kerogen
transformation

Case 2 : High kerogen
transformation
|
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RESPONSI BLE
OI L AND GAS

From fluids overpressure to
mechanical parameters:
Fluids OVP gradient and
effective friction computing

Mechanical models :
Activation of a décollement in a mechanical stratigraphy
Discuss the controls of the mechanical stratigraphy on the sedimentary basin deformations

(After Berthelon, 2015)

Hierarchy of mechanical parameters allowing décollement’s activation in a source rock
embedded in a mechanical stratigraphy

Proposed set-up:
Ø FLAMAR thermo-mechanical models
(FLAC-based finite difference numerical
code, Burov et al, 2014)
Ø Elasto-visco-plastic rheology
Ø Moderate friction softening
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Mechanical models : modelling results
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CONCLUSION (1)
Combined use of basin models and mechanical models allows to
Validate a structural scenario
Reveal the key geological conditions to

develop décollement levels like shown here with the cross section of the Chartreuse FTB
Create overpressure able to develop décollement levels (i.e. High TOC, Low premeability)

A simple mechanical models can be built to monitor friction angle evolution following
the source rock (or shales horizons) mechanical properties …

The weak mechanical properties that must be attributed to the Toarcian S.R. to develop a
decollement are in agreement with syn-folding Hydrocarbon Generation
Basin modelling also highlights the importance of modeling the impact of diffuse
hydraulic fracturing to explain fluids circulation toward the foreland in the carrier beds
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CONCLUSION (2)
Methodology to validate, or invalidate, a forward structural model in
FTB settings:
1.

2.

3.

Define the mechanical questions posed by the structural model(s)
[see Berthelon and Sassi, 2016, BSGF; Caër et al, 2015, JSG]
Ø Chartreuse case: Timing between HC generation, décollement activity
and sequence of fault-related fold growth
Describe at sufficient resolution the basin architecture and how
rocks/faults properties evolve through geological times.
ØChartreuse case: Current Liassic source rock characterization and
characterization of its initial properties and evolution laws using a field
analogue
Test the structural hypothesis and quantify the compatible range of
rock properties using thermo-hydro-mechanical models, ideally fully
coupled.
Ø Chartreuse case:
ü Basin models èQuantify the rheologic changes in the source rocks:
maximum pore pressure values generated inside the Lias source rock
before the décollement activation, and compute its impact on the frictional
properties of the source rock
ü Thermo-mechanical models è Define the range of rheological properties
compatible with distinct structural style
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→ Geom etric balancing and
forward m odelling
exercises

→ Sedim entology, lab
characterisation

→ Modelling exercises
adapted to the studied
case to test the range of
param eters com patible
with the different possible
structural scenario
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Thank you for your attention !

The Grand Colombier, Western Alps
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